ABSTRACT. First we construct spreads consisting of analytic curves (circular arcs and segments), without points of finite multiplicity. Then we see that, in the sense of Baire categories, most such spreads have no points of finite multiplicity.
Introduction. Let C be the unit circle in the Euclidean plane and D its interior. A family SE of simple arcs (homeomorphs of segments) in the closure D of D is called a spread and its elements curves if there exists a continuous function
L:C-^£, 5£ carrying the Hausdorff metric, such that L(p) joins p with -p and L(p)-{p, -pjczD for all peC, and two distinct curves of 56 meet in exactly one point. It follows that L(p) = L(-p).
The image of a spread through a homeomorphism of the plane will be called a g-spread.
In 1971 B. Grumbaum [3] conjectured that every g-spread admits points of order 2 called double points, that is points lying on precisely two curves of «SP. This conjecture was verified for g-spreads consisting exclusively of line segments ( [5] , [6] ). On the other hand K. Watson [5] produced a counterexample in which the elements of a g-spread were polygonal arcs (consisting of 2 segments).
Two natural questions arise:
1. Do there exist spreads consisting of smooth (differentiable) curves without double points? 2. How "exceptional" are spreads without double points?
We answer these questions here by constructing spreads consisting of circular arcs and segments, without points of finite order, that is points lying on finitely many curves. It will then follow that in the Baire category sense most spreads of this type have no points of finite order. The precise sense of the word "most" is "all, except those in a set of first Baire category" or, equivalently, "those in a residual set".
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The construction. Let
The following lemmas will be useful for our construction. In constructing his counterexample in [5] Watson used such functions observing that their existence followed from the Baire category theorem.
There is no loss in generality in assuming, in case L((l,0)) = r(0)DD is a non-degenerate arc of the circle and that h(0) is positive. Note that ||q(a)|| • ||q*(a)||=l, whence ||q* 
(a)||= l/h(a). Thus q(a) has coordinates (-h(a)sina, h(a)cos a), q*(a) has coordinates ((l/h(a))sin a, -(l/h(a))cos a) and the coordinates of the center of Y (a) are (K^)-h(a) ) sina 'K h(a) "h^)) cosa )-

Thus the equation of T(a) is
H(ft)-1 1 h(0)-h(0) ft ft >(ft)-Mft) (h(0)-h(ft))(h(0)h(ft)+l) ft(^(ft)-^r)^(0)h(ft) Similarly r H(ft)-1 lim = oo.
3,-0 ft
hm -:-r = 0.
*-o M(74)
Thus, we see that each point of any curve of 5£ which is a circular arc, except the endpoints, lies between two points in M 2 . An analogous calculation settles the case of a curve which is a line segment. This completes the proof. 
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